Thanks to our exclusive Mohawk 5-in-1 technology, you can use one molding to create five different applications. Just use the cutting tool to create the exact molding piece you need. No need to stock 5 sku’s or show up to the job site without the correct molding.

Create Beautiful Transitions, or Stairnose Applications with One Sku

1. T-Molding (Expansion Profile)
   Connects two sections of floors of equal height.

2. Hard Surface Reducer
   (Adaptor Profile)
   Provides a smooth transition from one floor to a lower-height floor, such as tile or a resilient floor.

3. Carpet Reducer
   (End Profile)
   Creates a transition from a floor to carpet.

4. Square Nose (End Profile)
   Finishes floor at a doorway, fireplace or wall.

5. Stair Nose (End Profile)
   Used to complete a laminate stair installation in either a flushmount or overlap application.

*The aluminum track size is specific to the thickness of flooring that needs to be installed.